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Abstract—As the number of on-chip processing elements increases,
the interconnection backbone bears bursty traffic from memory and
cache accesses. In this paper, we propose a compression technique called
NoΔ, which leverages delta compression to compress network traffic.
Specifically, it conducts data encoding prior to packet injection and
decoding before ejection in the network interface. The key idea of NoΔ is
to store a data packet in the Network-on-Chip as a common base value
plus an array of relative differences (Δ). It can improve the overall
network performance and achieve energy savings because of the decreased
network load. Moreover, this scheme does not require modifications of
the cache storage design and can be seamlessly integrated with any
optimization techniques for the on-chip interconnect. Our experiments
reveal that the proposed NoΔ incurs negligible hardware overhead and
outperforms state-of-the-art zero-content compression and frequent-value
compression.

I. Introduction

The last few years we have witnessed a growing trend of accom-

modating many cores and large caches in chip multiprocessors. Con-

ventional shared-memory multi-core design adopts a single bus with

limited bandwidth as the communication backbone. Consequently,

the bus bears enormous strain and even becomes the performance

bottleneck due to frequent packet transmission. To provide an efficient

and scalable interconnect for memory and cache accesses, researchers

proposed Network-on-Chip (NoC) [1] to replace conventional bus-

based architectures. However, NoCs also have limitations such as long

end-to-end communication latency and high network power dissipa-

tion. Therefore, many previous studies [2]–[4] explored optimization

on router microarchitecture, network topologies, routing algorithms,

etc. However, these techniques inevitably increase design complexity

and even incur significant performance or power overhead.

Instead of seeking new NoC architectures, an alternative yet

complementary approach is data compression, also known as source
coding, which compresses data messages into more compact bits

before they are stored or transmitted. Data compression has been

utilized in hardware design to help enhance system performance as

well as diminish power dissipation. For example, cache compression
expands the cache capacity by packing in more data blocks than given

by the space. Dusser et al. [5] proposed Zero-Content Augmented

(ZCA) cache design that is able to represent zero cache lines. Zhang

et al. [6] discovered the frequent value locality in many application

programs, i.e., a few values appear repeatedly and engage in a large

portion of memory accesses. They proposed a compression cache

[7] that employs a value-centric mechanism with regard to such

a phenomenon. Additionally, Alameldeed and Wood [8] exploited

some frequent patterns in programs such as all bytes in a 4-byte

word are the same. Recently, Pekhimenko et al. [9] introduced

a new compression algorithm called Base-Delta-Immediate (BΔI)

compression, which stores cache lines as a set of differences (Δ) to

the base values. However, all of these cache compression techniques

require fundamental changes of the cache architecture to support

variable sizes of cache lines. As a result, cache compression may
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not be applicable to modern SoC implementation that may comprise

several unmodifiable hard IP blocks from various vendors.

Alternatively, simple compression/decompression modules can be

integrated in the network interface (NI) and triggered to compress

network traffic. In this case, there is no need to modify the cache

structure, allowing for a plug-and-play capability. Additionally, the

whole process is conducted in the NI, and thus it is orthogonal and

complementary to any further optimization techniques for the switch

microarchitecture or network topology. Recently, data compression is

explored in the research domain of Network-on-Chip. For instance,

Das et al. [10] proposed to compress network messages based on

zero bits in a word. Subsequently, Jin et al. [11] and Zhou et al. [12]

adopted frequent value compression and design table-based schemes

to manage the compression/decompression process.

Delta compression is a method to transmit data in the form of

differences rather than the complete data set. It is widely adopted in

video compression codecs to considerably reduce frame size, or in

the networking domain to reduce Internet traffic by allowing HTTP

servers to send updated Web pages based on differences between

versions. For memory/cache data, they also display a low dynamic

range due to several reasons: programs tend to change register

numbers or memory addresses and the changed values are the same

across many instructions; similar data values and types are grouped

together in the memory; arrays are commonly used to represent

large piece of data, etc. This indicates that delta compression can

be a promising candidate to compress memory/cache traffic flowing

through the on-chip interconnect.

Therefore, in this work, we investigate a new compression scheme

called NoΔ, which leverages the delta compression technique in

NoC-based multi-core by transmitting values of bytes as differences

(Δs) between sequential values, rather than the complete values

themselves. We demonstrate how delta compression can be applied

to the NoC domain with specific architecture support and evaluate

the corresponding performance gain and power savings. Overall, this

paper makes the following major contributions:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that

exploits the usage of delta compression in NoC-based architectures.

We run full system simulation with SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite

and analyze data patterns to get the compression ratios of different

applications.

• A lightweight compression/decompression module is designed

which incurs minimum area and power overhead. We integrate these

modules in the Network Interfaces and provide detailed synthesis

results to validate the architecture design.

• We compare the proposed NoΔ technique over previous zero-

content compression and frequent-value compression. Experimental

results show that our scheme outperforms the other two in terms of

both performance and power.
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II. Data Compression in On-Chip Networks

A. NoC-based Multi-core Architecture

The revolution of multicore/Chip-Multiprocessor (CMP) opens

up opportunities to circumvent the power wall, but it also poses

challenges on the design of the cache hierarchy. Consequently, the last

level cache (L2, or where applicable, L3 caches) becomes oversized

to accommodate the needs of all cores, and gets fragmented into

numerous banks due to the increased capacity. However, it becomes

clearly inefficient to demand that every cache access incurs the delay

penalty of accessing the furthest bank. To this end, some researchers

proposed innovations of network fabric that enable caches to support

non-uniform cache bank accesses, which are referred to as Non-
Uniform Cache Access (NUCA) architectures [13].

Fig.1 depicts the high-level view of our NoC-based multi-core

system in this paper. This 4×4 tile-based system forms a 2D mesh

network interconnected through routers. In this architecture, each

node consists of a CPU core, a private L1 instruction and data cache,

and a separate bank of a shared last level cache (L2). In this work

we adopt a SNUCA [14] architecture for the L2 where the mapping

of data blocks is unique and cannot be dynamically moved. These

processing elements are coupled with the router through the Network

Interface (NI). The main memory is attached to this multi-core chip

via memory controllers (MCs) on the corners. Each MC controls a

single memory channel with possibly many DIMMs.

MCMC

MC MC

L1

L2

1

2

3
4

5

Router

NI

L1-I$
L1-D$

Tile link

link

linklink

To router
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Fig. 1: A 4×4 NoC-based multicore with SNUCA architecture.

B. Memory Access and Packet Switching

Fig.1 also demonstrates the detailed flow of a memory access that

produces network traffic. Specifically, once a core issues a memory

request, its private L1 cache is first checked to see whether the

data is locally available. If the data is not available in the L1, the

request is then injected into the on-chip network and forwarded to

an L2 bank (path 1). Subsequently, if an L2 miss is encountered,

the request message is further delivered to the appropriate memory

controller (path 2), and the off-chip memory access (path 3) is

triggered consequently. Correspondingly, the response message from

memory goes back on chip and is sent to the L2 cache bank (path

4) for updates. It is finally transferred to the L1 (path 5) that can be

accessed by the core. Note that in this example, a private L1 cache

hit would not generate any network traffic, and an L2 cache hit would

not further lead to message flow in paths 2 to 4 which are directly

used for off-chip memory request/response.

The memory request/response messages together with the cache

coherence messages infuse into the on-chip network through the

Network Interface (NI). A NI is responsible for the packetization/de-

packetization of these messages, and the flit fragmentation/assembly

for flow control. When running some memory-intensive applications

on the cores, there will be many packets competing for the shared

resource in the network. As a result, network latency plays a vital

role in memory accesses to deliver the required Quality-of-Service.

In addition, network power dissipation will increase significantly due

to frequent packet accesses. In this work, we analyze the end-to-end

memory access patterns in NoC-based multi-core and explore data

compression to reduce the packet size, and hence relieve network

load for performance improvement as well as power savings.

C. NoΔ Mechanism

In general, data packets are generated by load and store in-

struction misses in the processor cache. These misses are converted

into read request and write request packets and forwarded into the

network. Each read request contains the memory address to be read

where data will be fetched in a read reply message. The write request

contains not only the address information but also the actual data to

be stored. Fig.2 illustrates two packet formats, where the header flit

includes the address and other packet identification information, and

the body flits contain the actual data.

Addr

Data

Read request/
Write reply

Write request/
Read reply

Other

Addr Other

Header Body (including tail) flits

Fig. 2: The two packet formats required for end-to-end memory accesses
through on-chip interconnect

The goal of data compression is to explore the internal redundancy

of data values and squeeze packets into more compact units. However,

data compression in on-chip networks may result in extra queuing

delays of packets in the network interfaces as well as hardware

overhead from those compression/decompression modules. In this

work, we apply a lightweight compression mechanism called NoΔ to

the on-chip interconnect domain. It succeeds to achieve a significant

compression ratio with minimal extra overhead.

NoΔ is adapted from delta compression and leverages a key

observation: the data values stored in the packets that are traversing

the network have a low dynamic range, i.e., when the whole packet is

divided into multiple fixed-length units, the relative value differences

between different units are small. Therefore, the original data can

be reorganized as a common base value of fixed size plus an array
of relative differences (Δs). Then the packet size information will be

updated in the header flit. Assume that the data portion of a packet has

D bytes, the size of base value is B bytes, and the other values can

be represented by a set of Δs: {Δ1,Δ2, ...,Δn}, where n = D/B.

Then we can claim that the packet is compressible only if:

max{size(Δi)} < B, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} (1)

Then the size of delta (Δ) chosen for compression is:

size(Δ) = max{size(Δi)}, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} (2)

For different data patterns, Fig.3 plots the percentage of packets

that have a specific data pattern over the total number of network

packets. SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite [15] is used for our

observations. We compare the ratio of zero-content packets (Denoted

as ZeroCmpr), frequent value packets (Denoted as FreqCmpr), and

The detailed evaluation methodology is described in Section IV.
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packets that have NoΔ compression capabilities. As the figure demon-

strates, data packets that have “Δ” patterns constitute a big portion

of the total network packets. On average, the ratios of compressible

packets for ZeroCmpr, FreqCmpr, and NoΔ are 13.5%, 14.6%, and

21.9%, respectively. Therefore, leveraging these “Δ” patterns in the

NoC compression can potentially achieve good performance. Note

that these results only show the rough ratios of compressible packets

that motivate our work; further investigation of how much traffic can

be reduced is required.q
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Fig. 3: Ratios of compressible packets for different patterns

As an example, Fig.4 demonstrates how NoΔ works for a data

packet that consists of a header flit and four data flits. Here we assume

that a flit is only four-byte long and the first data flit is treated as the

base. As the figure indicates, the data flits can be represented using a

four-byte base value, 0xC0D45800, and an array of three two-byte

deltas. As a result, the deltas can be stored comfortably into one flit

and hence the whole packet is compressed into three-flit long. We

refer to this compression scheme as flit-based compression because

the base size is exactly equal to one flit.

Header 0xC0D45801 0xC0D4580F 0xC0D4583A

0xC0D45800Header 0x01 0F 3A

0xC0D45800Original packet

Compressed packet

4 bytes4 bytes

4 bytes4 bytes

4 bytes4 bytes 4 bytes

1 byte

saving two flits !

Fig. 4: Packet compression demonstration

Additionally, the above flit-based compression algorithm can be

extended in two ways to further improve the compression ratio:

Variable-length base: Instead of fixing the size of the base to

one flit, a data packet can be represented by different sets of fixed-

size values. For example, a 64-byte data can be represented as 4

16-byte, 8 8-byte, or 16 4-byte values. Then the base value can be

of size 16B, 8B, or 4B accordingly. In this case, multiple choices are

provided to accommodate various data localities. In contrast, the flit-

based compression, as indicated in Fig.4, has two major limitations:

• The base is always fixed as one-flit long, and thus it would be

difficult to find another flit whose value has a relative difference that

falls within a small range of Δ.

• Since a flit is the minimal flow control unit, a packet can be at

most encoded into three flits: the header flit, the base flit, and another

flit that stores all Δs. Alternatively, variable-length base compression

can aggressively squeeze a data packet into two-flit long, or even

single-flit long if there is extra space in the header flit that can be

utilized.

We use a four-byte long flit in the example to save space. In real
experiments, our baseline flit size is 16 bytes.

Multiple bases: Our observation shows that a single packet may

mix different data patterns. Therefore applying delta compression

with multiple bases can increase the compression ratio. To improve

compression efficiency without sacrificing design simplicity, we use

two bases: one is always 0; the other is the first arbitrary value from

the set of fixed-size data values, just like the example in Fig.4.

Table I shows an encoding table that summarizes the bases and

deltas we analyze in this work. Note that all potential compressed

sizes are known statically. The smallest compressed packet size will

be chosen in case multiple candidates are applicable for the same

packet. The encoding bits are used to identify which base-delta pair

has been applied for a compressed packet. For a packet that contains

all zeros, only one extra bit “0” will be added to the header.

TABLE I: Encoding table for the NoΔ. All sizes are in bytes.

Name Base Δ Enc. Name Base Δ Enc.

Zero NA NA 0 B8Δ4 8 4 0101
B16Δ8 16 8 0001 B8Δ2 8 2 0110
B16Δ4 16 4 0010 B8Δ1 8 1 0111
B16Δ2 16 2 0011 B4Δ2 4 2 1000
B16Δ1 16 1 0100 B4Δ1 4 1 1001

III.Architecture Support

To support compression and decompression in a network-on-chip,

modules for both functions need to be placed in all of the NIs.

When data is injected into the network, the compression module

tests if compression is possible. Likewise, the decompression module

checks if the ejected data is compressed. Therefore, the data is only

compressed when it is injected into the network, and does not need

to be modified between hops.

A. Compression Module

A diagram of the compression modules is shown in Fig.5. Here

we use the same packet from Fig.4. The size of the base is 4 bytes, and

each delta is a 1-byte difference between the base and the subsequent

4-byte segments. The figure contains 3 subtractors to calculate the

differences between each of the four 4-byte packet segments and the

base. In general, N-1 subtractors are needed for a packet with N

segments. The subtractors must have a bit width of the segment size,

since we need to check all of the most significant bits to check for

sign extensions. In the example, the subtractor would have 32-bit

inputs and outputs, and the 24 most significant bits are checked for

sign extension. Checking for sign extension is done by simply using

AND and OR gates on all of the most significant bits. The output of

the AND is high if all the bits are ones and the output of the OR is

zero if all the bits are zero. When all the bits are zeros or ones, the

output of the subtractor is considered to be sign extended. If any of the

subtractor outputs are sign extended, the packet can be compressed.

The outputs of the sign extension are placed in the header flit to be

used as enable signals for the subtractors in the decompression unit.

Subtractor
1

Subtractor
2

Subtractor
3

0xC0D45801 0xC0D4580F 0xC0D4583A

Sign Extended? Sign Extended? Sign Extended?

0xC0D45800

compress

Fig. 5: A single NoΔ compression module
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B. Decompression Module

Decompression modules use subtractors to regenerate the original

uncompressed packet via two’s complement addition. An example of

a decompression module is given in Fig.6. The base value is passed

through directly to the output and each of the subtractors. Each of

the following 1-byte segments following the 4-byte base are passed to

the subtractors. An enable signal on the subtractor is tied to the sign

extension data placed in the header flit by the compression module.

When a subtractor is disabled, a value of zero is used in place of

the base and the output is the original uncompressed data. The sign

extension bits from the header are also used to select the secondary

input to the subtractor via a multiplexor. This selects either Δ bits if

the segment is compressed, or an entire segment if it is uncompressed.

The output of the subtractors is the reconstructed packet data. In this

module, the subtractors only need to be the width of the delta. In

this example, the subtractor inputs and output are 8-bit signals. The

remaining upper bits, 24 bits in the example, can be hard wired to

the most significant bits of the base when compression is enabled.

Subtractor
1

Subtractor
2

Subtractor
3

0xC0D45800

0xC0D45801 0xC0D4580F 0xC0D4583A0xC0D45800

0x01 0x0F 0x3A

en en en

Fig. 6: A single NoΔ decompression module

C. NoΔ Architecture

In order to accommodate compression of different base or Δ
sizes, multiple compression modules are needed. Our design includes

compression modules for base and delta sizes listed in Table I,

organized in parallel as shown in Fig.7. These modules execute

simultaneously and output a compress signal specifying whether

the packet can be compressed with the given base size. It is possible

that multiple modules will indicate that the packet is compressible.

In this case, we arbitrarily choose a compression with the smallest

compressed number of body flits. Furthermore, we can break ties

where the flit length is the same by choosing the encoding with the

least decompression power, based on results in section IV-D. The

compressed sizes and number of body flits are shown in Table II.

The priority in this table indicates the order in which compression

techniques are chosen. Lower priority values have larger compression

ratios and are chosen first, if possible.

Injected Packet

Priority Mux Ejected Packet

Priority Mux

Zero B16Δ8 B16Δ4 B4Δ1
No 

Cmpr.

From L2 To L2

To Network From Network

Zero B16Δ8 B16Δ4 B4Δ1
No 

Cmpr.

Compression: Decompression:

Fig. 7: NoΔ architecture with multiple compression and decompression
modules

IV. Experimental results

A. Platform Setup

We use GEM5 [16] full system simulator to setup the basic system

platform. Ruby [17] and Garnet [18] are enabled to model a detailed

TABLE II: Compressed packet sizes and priorities for the NoΔ encodings

Name Packet Size
(Flits)

Priority Name Packet Size
(Flits)

Priority

Zero 0 bits (0) 1 B8Δ4 288 bits (3) 9
B16Δ8 320 bits (3) 8 B8Δ2 176 bits (2) 6
B16Δ4 224 bits (2) 5 B8Δ1 120 bits (1) 2
B16Δ2 176 bits (2) 4 B4Δ2 272 bits (3) 10
B16Δ1 152 bits (2) 3 B4Δ1 152 bits (2) 7

memory system and interconnection network. We use DSENT [19]

for detailed network power analysis.

We model a 16-core multicore architecture at 45nm technology,

as shown in Fig.1, Section II. The detailed system configurations are

listed in Table III. Each core has a split private L1 cache (instruction

and data cache each 8KB in size). All the cores share a distributed L2

cache that comprises 16 banks. Each bank of the L2 cache has a size

of 1MB and is allocated to a tile. From a high-level point of view,

these 16 tiles form a 2D-Mesh topology that employs a dimension-

order routing algorithm and wormhole flow control. Each network

packet contains five flits and each flit is set to be 16-byte long. As

for the router microarchitecture, we adopt a classic router design with

five-stage pipelines. Each input port of the router contains two virtual

channels (VCs). Each VC has a buffer depth of 4 flits.

TABLE III: System configurations

core count 16

clock frequency 2GHz

L1 I & D cache 2-way, 8KB, 1cycle

L2 cache 8-way, 16×1MB, 5 cycles per bank

memory 4GB DRAM

# memory controllers 4 (on the corner)

cache-coherency MESI protocol

network topology 4×4 mesh

routing dimension-order

router pipeline classic five-stage

buffer 2 VCs per port, 4-flit depth per VC

Packet length 5 flits, each flit 16 bytes

B. Performance and Energy Evaluation

We use a diverse set of workloads from SPEC CPU2006 [15]

benchmark suite for performance and power analysis. Given each

workload, the benchmark program is duplicated to 16 instances

and mapped to the corresponding 16 cores. Note that most of

the workloads we selected are memory-intensive which relatively

generate more network traffic.

Meanwhile, we also implement two other state-of-the-art com-

pression techniques adopted in the NoC compression domain: zero-

content compression (ZeroCmpr) [10] and frequent value compression

(FreqCmpr) [11]. Specifically, for a zero-content packet, it can be

represented by the header flit plus an extra encoding bit “0”; For

frequent-value compression, we explore repeated data patterns at

different granularity: 16 bytes, 8 bytes, 4 bytes, and 2 bytes. We

compare different compression schemes with the baseline that does

not utilize any compression techniques.

Intuitively, NoC compression decreases the number of flits in-

jected to the network. This can be observed in Fig.8a, which shows the

normalized total flit count in the network for different applications. It

also reflects the compression ratio: the less number of flits traversing

the network, the higher the compression ratio. Among the three

compression techniques, NoΔ has the highest average compression
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(a) Total number of flits traversing the network
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(b) Average packet latency comparison
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(c) Average link utilization comparison
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(d) Total network energy consumption

Fig. 8: Comparisons of different compression techniques on flit count, packet latency, link utilization and network energy.

ratio of 21.1% for all applications. However, the compression ratio

varies for different applications. For instance, sjeng and stream
indicate significant space for compression (more than 40%), while

some applications like GemsFDTD, xalancbmk, and dealII dis-

play weak compressibility (less than 10%).

Note that the number of packets remains the same after compres-

sion despite the decrease of flit count. However, since the basic flow

control unit is a flit, fewer flits cause less network congestion. As a

result, packets will be delivered smoothly without heavily suffering

from head-of-the-line blocking. In order to analyze the impact of

different compression techniques on the network performance, we

collect average packet latencies after running different applications

on different compression architectures. As implied in Fig.8b, NoΔ
outperforms all the other compression methods. It can lower the

packet latency by up to 17.5% (stream) with an average reduction of

10.1%. This phenomenon can be further explained through Fig. 8c:

the average link utilization, which reflects the network load, drops

significantly when compression is utilized. NoΔ again reduces the

load to the highest degree, i.e, up to 20.8% for sjeng and stream
and on average 13.1% for all applications. The decrease of network

load reduces network congestion. Therefore, individual packets tend

to progressively propagate to their destinations with less contention

with each other for shared resources.

Furthermore, another primary goal of using data compression in

NoC is to conserve energy. Since packet compression will reduce

the number of network operations, such as buffer write and read,

allocation and arbitration, crossbar traversal, link traversal, etc.,

the dynamic energy consumption of the communication fabric will

be reduced accordingly. On the other hand, the shrink of average

packet latency reduces the total system execution time and thus can

potentially save the static energy as well.

Fig.8d demonstrates the normalized total network energy con-

sumption using different encoding techniques. Compared to the base-

line, NoΔ for stream benchmark achieves the highest energy savings

— 29.5%. On average, ZeroCmpr, FreqCmpr, and NoΔ cut down the

total network energy by 11.1%, 11.9%, and 15.3%, respectively. NoΔ
proves to be the most competitive candidate for NoC compression.

C. Sensitivity Study

Fig.4 demonstrates NoΔ with ten different compres-

sion/decompression modules. However, depending on the application,

real design may only utilize a few of them to reduce power/area

overhead. To evaluate how the selection of encodings affect NoΔ,

we test SPEC 2006 with only 16-byte bases, 8-byte bases, or 4-byte

bases, respectively. Fig.9 shows the compression ratio of flits. The

baseline design (Base all) is to use all the ten different encodings.
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Fig. 9: Flit compression ratios for a subset of encoders/decoders. Base n
means only 16-byte base is utilized.

There are three important observations from Fig.9: (1) Different

applications may prefer different encodings. (2) For each application,

the best encoding design may yield a very close compression ratio as

the baseline. (3) On average, Base 4 generates the highest compres-

sion ratio, which only incurs 1.0% compression loss compared to the

baseline design. Therefore, we may choose Base 4 encodings only

while still obtaining satisfiable compression ratios.
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D. Overhead Estimation

We verified our design by implementing the modules in behavioral

Verilog, creating a testbench, and simulating using Mentor Graphics

Modelsim. We further investigate the overheads in terms of power,

area, and critical path by synthesizing our Verilog using the Synopsys

Design Compiler. We choose a 45nm technology node using the

worst-case low-power library. The results of individual compression

and decompression module pairs are shown in Fig.10. The average

dynamic power for one pair of compression and decompression units

is just over 1mW. Leakage power is negligibly low, adding only

an additional 9.6 μW on average. In contrast, the total power for

a single router based on the DSENT power model ranges from

55mW—144mW depending on benchmark. Therefore, a single com-

pression and decompression unit pair consumes 1.81%—0.69% of the

power of a router.
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Fig. 10: Dynamic power breakdown for the compression/decompression
modules

From the power results we can also observe a trend in the dynamic

power for compression and decompression modules. Compression and

decompression module power increases as the base decreases. This is

due to additional adders needed to calculate the Δ values. The power

also increases as the delta shrinks due to larger fan-in AND and

OR gates needed for the sign extended check logic. Conversely, the

dynamic power for the decompression module decreases as the delta

shrinks, since the subtraction units in the decompression module have

input sizes of Δ bits. Based on this observation of the decompression

power, we can break ties when multiple compressions are possible.

Specifically, we prefer smaller Δ values and larger bases. This

decision is reflected by the priorities in Table II in Section III-C.

NoΔ has modest hardware overhead and implementation com-

plexity because the compression and decompression algorithms in-

volve only simple vector addition, subtraction, and comparison oper-

ations. The average area of a compression and decompression module

pair is 0.006 mm2. Based on the area of the network interface

and router, this area is relatively small. Furthermore, we analyze

the impact of these modules on the critical path. We successfully

synthesized our design with a clock rate of 1 GHz, meaning the

design can compress a packet in a single network clock cycle in our

simulated system. This additional latency is accounted for during
simulation by adding extra queuing latency to packets.

Finally, we compare the power/area overhead of NoΔ with

ZeroCmpr and FreqCmpr under 45nm technology, as shown in

Table IV. For frequent-value compression, we consider one design

from Reference [12] with adaptive compression (FreqCmpr a) and

another two designs from Reference [11]: One with private tables

(FreqCmpr p) and the other with a shared table (FreqCmpr s). For

NoΔ, we consider Base 4 only as explained in Fig.9. We can see

NoΔ incurs modest area overhead (only larger than FreqCmpr s)

and the least power overhead.

TABLE IV: Power/Area overhead for different compression schemes

Area(mm2) Power(mW)

Encoder Decoder Total Encoder Decoder Total

ZeroCmpr [10] NA NA 0.183 NA NA 273
FreqCmpr p [11] 0.00526 0.00523 0.17 NA NA 1626.1
FreqCmpr s [11] NA NA 0.023 NA NA 220
FreqCmpr a [12] 0.00443 0.00432 0.14 4.26 3.95 131.36
NoΔ 0.00474 0.00173 0.10 1.47 0.81 36.48

V. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose NoΔ that conducts data en-

coding/decoding in the network interface prior to NoC packet

injection/reception. The encoder/decoder module incurs minimal

area/power overhead. We evaluate NoΔ using a full system simulator

with real benchmarks. Experimental results show an average compres-

sion ratio of 21.1%, which results in 10.1% performance improvement

and 15.3% energy savings. In addition, a comprehensive comparison

verifies that our method outperforms other compression techniques

like zero-content compression and frequent-value compression.
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